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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION RRP

24 CARAT GOLD CONNECTORS IEC / US / UK / AUS  High Quality Connectors

IsoTek’s range of high-quality 24ct gold connectors will raise the performance of any power cable. All connection 

surfaces are pure copper, then plated in 24ct gold. The fully detachable main body uses high-quality injection-

moulded polycarbonate with an injection-moulded nylon front assembly. Accepts cables with external diameter of 

4mm to 16mm. Accepts conductors up to 6AWG (4.1mm). 24ct gold plated.    Each type is of audiophile grade, high-

quality, and 24ct gold plated.  All connectors accept cables with an overall external diameter of 4-16mm and 

conductors up to 6 AWG (4.1mm). Available in IEC C7, C15, C19 

$99

EVO3 ISOPLUG Power Filter Plug

Deploy IsoPlug around your home to stop Differential Mains noise created by personal computers, fridge freezers, 

microwave ovens, in fact anything with a power supply. Simply plug into wall sockets next to these appliances for 

immediate effect. Removes Common Mode and Differential Mode mains noise. Shunts mains noise away from your 

sensitive audio components. Can be deployed next to devices that create mains noise. Useful and cost effective way 

to upgrade a standard mains distribution block. 8,000A of instantaneous protection. Available in UK, EU and US 

versions.

$189

EVO3 INITIUM POWER CABLE Standard Power Cable  -  1.5m Length

The Initium is the lastest of the new EVO3 (Evolution Three) power cables from IsoTek. It heralds a significant step 

up in quality of materials used and represents, we believe, one of the highest quality and specification power cables 

at its price point. Sourcing of specialist high quality materials. The design and development of IsoTek's own bespoke 

and unique nickel plated copper connectors. Extremely high quality materials used for construction given the price. 

3x2sqm 99.9999% OFC conductors with Polyethylene (PE) dielectric. 3-core twisted cable to aid RFI and EMI 

rejection. Nickel plated connectors. Only Available in C15 termination.

Special Initium 10x Bulk Buy Deal $99

Special Initium 20x Bulk Buy Deal $99

EVO3 PREMIER POWER CABLE Standard Power Cable  -  1.5m Length

The Premier is the first of the new EVO3 (Evolution Three) power cables from IsoTek. It heralds a significant step up 

in quality of materials used and represents, we believe, one of the highest quality and specification power cables at 

its price point. Premier has taken two years of development. Sourcing of specialist high quality materials. The design 

and development of IsoTek's own bespoke and unique 24ct gold plated copper connectors. Extremely high quality 

materials used for construction given the price. 99.9999% OFC silver-plated conductors with Teflon (FEP) dielectric. 

3-core twisted cable to aid RFI and EMI rejection. 24ct Gold plated connectors. Available with C7, C15, C19 

terminations.

$199

Special Premier 5x Bulk Buy Deal $199

Special Premier 10x Bulk Buy Deal $199

Special Premier 20x Bulk Buy Deal $199

EVO3 SEQUEL POWER CABLE Hi Quality Power Cable

$449

$110

Special Sequel 5x Bulk Buy Deal $449

Special Sequel 10x Bulk Buy Deal $449

EVO3 ELITE POWER CABLE Hi Quality Power Cable

$799

$979

EVO3 OPTIMUM POWER CABLE Hi Quality Power Cable

$1,199

$1,799

2 Metre Length

Unique silver plated OCC (Ohno Continious Cast) copper square strands form three 3sqmm conductors that offer an 

unparalleled level of copper purity. These are set in a parallel construction with slight rotational twist. Mylar foil wrap 

and earthed OFC shield offer the maximum RFI rejection. Teflon FEP dielectric (insulation) offers chemically inert 

and very low dielectric constant over a wide frequency range. Optimum cable is terminated using IsoTek’s bespoke 

Audiophile grade connectors of solid OFC with 24ct gold plated conductors. 25A rated and available with C7, C15, 

C19 and Neutrik terminations.

3 Metre Length

The new EVO3 Sequel is the second in our range of high quality power cables utilising our 24ct gold molded 

connectors. Sequel is provided as a fixed standard 2m cable, however it will be provided on 50m spools for custom 

termination.Three 2.0sqmm conductors of 23 strands. 6n Oxygen Free Copper with silver plating, offering 

exceptional levels of purity with enhanced conductivity. Teflon FEP dielectric (insulation) is chemically inert and has 

a very low dielectric constant over a wide frequency range. A cotton filler gives the cable internal strength and 

reduces microphony. Cotton also possesses excellent dielectric properties, the best of a solid material. A Mylar wrap 

is used to shield the cable as well as securing construction. Active OFC copper shield drains RFI to earth protecting 

the conductors from Common Mode noise.Available with C7, C15, C19 terminations.

Available in 50m Rolls - (Priced Per Meter)

2 Metre Length

 A brand new cable design from IsoTek, and part of the new ‘Performance Range’. EVO3 Elite is a quantum leap and 

improvement over the original model. Elite features seven conductors of 99.999999% OFC, which is then silver-

plated. A Teflon (FEP) dielectric is then extruded over the conductors. This 7-core construction is slightly twisted (to 

aid RFI and EMI rejection) then held in a cotton filler and secured using a Mylar foil wrap before an active OFC braid 

is applied followed by extruded non-flammable flexible PVC outer.  This construction gives a power cable of 

exceptional performance and value for money, insuring that you get maximum performance from your audio 

components without breaking the bank. Elite is then hand terminated in IsoTek’s high quality 24ct Gold plated copper 

connectors. Extremely high quality materials used for construction given the price. Available with C7, C15, C19 

terminations.

3 Metre Length
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EVO3 SYNCHRO Active DC Blocking Power Cable

The most sophisticated power cable available, featuring IsoTek’s highly regarded 2.5mm OFC conductor actively 

shielded power cable and incorporating unique DC-cancelling electronics that rebalance the mains sine wave. Each 

cable is terminated with high- quality 24ct gold audiophile grade connectors. Rebalances mains sine wave on the 

zero volts line. Uniquely removes harmful DC from the mains supply. 16A rating allows use with all audio electronics. 

Protects against harmful RFI and EMI. Can be used with all power conditioning solutions, including IsoTek. 

Available with C7, C15, C19 and Neutrik terminations.

$1,999

EVO3 MINI MIRA 2 Outlet Power Filter - IDEAL FOR PROJECTORS & TVs

Designed specifically for audio-visual applications and utilizing the already highly praised Mira circuit, Mini Mira’s 

unique ‘Triple Resonance Filter©’ improves performance and protection for CRT, LCD, LED and plasma screens, 

and is also fully compatible with projectors. RFI reduction 30dB audio, 40dB visual. Independently conditioned 

outlets – stops Differential Mode cross contamination. Triple Resonant Filter© gives ultimate visual performance as 

well as stopping ‘in-rush’ currents, which can reduce a component’s life span. 13,500A of instantaneous protection, 

featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential protection system. Internal wiring; multi-strand silver platted OFC copper with 

PTFE dielectric. Maximum continuous power 2,300W.

$449

EVO3 VENUS 5 Outlet Power Filter

Five outlet, wall mountable AV power centre. Each outlet is fully independent and referenced back to a central PCB 

with filtration to clean both “ common Mode and “Differential” Mode noise. RFI reduction 30dB. Independent outlets 

stop Differential Mode cross contamination. Unique delta filter topology improves product performance. 13,500A of 

instantaneous protection, featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential protection system. Internal wiring; multi-strand silver 

platted OFC copper with PTFE dielectric. Maximum continues power 2,300W.

$699

EVO3 POLARIS 6 Outlet Filter Board

Your chance to enter IsoTek’s innovative and multi award-winning range of power conditioning solutions. Polaris is a 

cost effective upgrade to any audio or audio-visual system, delivering improved performance, protection and 

astonishing value for money. Removes Common Mode and Differential Mode mains noise. RFI reduction 30dB. 

Independent outlets stop Differential Mode cross contamination. Unique delta filter topology improves product 

performance. 13,500A of instantaneous protection, featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential protection system. Internal 

wiring; multi-strand silver platted OFC copper with PTFE dielectric. Maximum continues power 2,300W.

$599

Special Polaris 5x Bulk Buy Deal $599

Special Polaris 10x Bulk Buy Deal $599

EVO3 SIRIUS 6 Outlet Filter Board

Sirius is a high-performance, multi-award-winning power bar, which protects and improves your precious audio 

components. A special wall bracket system allows Sirius to be mounted discretely behind your audio system. 

Removes Common Mode and Differential Mode mains noise. RFI reduction 40dB. Independent outlets – no outlets 

are connected together, stopping Differential Mode mains noise cross-contamination. Unique Inductive Resistance 

Gate© optimises the isolation between each of the six outlets. KERP© (Kirchoff'sEqualResistancePath) ensures 

equal resistance and equal power delivery across all outlets. No outlet gets power before the next, a common 

problem with other power products which daisychain outlets together. 22,500A of instantaneous protection, featuring 

IsoTek's unique sequential protection system. Internal wiring; multi-strand silver plated OFC copper with PTFE 

dielectric.

$999

Special Sirius 3x Bulk Buy Deal $999

POLARIS/INITIUM PACK 3x Initium Cables / 1x Polaris Board (Minimum 5x Pack Buy)

$896

POLARIS/PREMIER PACK 3x Premier Cables / 1x Polaris Board (Minimum 3x Pack Buy)

$1,196
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EVO3 SOLUS 6 Outlet Power Conditioner

IsoTek’s most affordable rack-width component conditioner improves audio and audio-visual electronics whilst fitting 

neatly into a hi-fi rack – an award- winning, simple and effective way to upgrade the sound of your hi-fi. Removes 

Common Mode and Differential Mode mains noise. RFI reduction 45dB. Independent outlets – no outlets are 

connected together, stopping Differential Mode cross-contamination. Unique Individual Differential Gate© filter 

network improves the isolation between each of the six outlets, further eliminating cross contamination. KERP© 

(Kirchoff'sEqualResistancePath) ensures equal resistance and equal power delivery across all outlets. No outlet gets 

power before the next, a common problem with other power products which daisy chain outlets together. 22,500A of 

instantaneous protection, featuring IsoTek's unique sequential protection system. Internal wiring; multi-strand silver 

platted OFC copper with PTFE dielectric.

$1,399

EVO3 AQUARIUS 6 Outlet Power Conditioner

One of the most cost-effective upgrades you can buy for any high-quality audio system, Aquarius is a multi-award-

winning six-way mains conditioner that redefined the power cleaning market. Two high-current outlets are provided 

for amplifiers, subwoofers and so on, with four medium-current sockets for other components. RFI  reduction 60dB. 

Six unique conditioning stages ensure optimal isolation between all outlets, eliminating Differential Mode cross-

contamination. KERP© (Kirchoff’s Equal Resistance Path) ensures equal resistance and equal power delivery to all 

outlets. No outlet gets power before the next, a common problem with other power products which daisy chain outlets 

together. 67,500A of instantaneous protection, featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential protection system. Internal 

wiring; solid core silver platted OFC copper with FEP and virtual  air dielectric technology. Two high-current outlets 

delivering 3,680W continuous. Four medium-current outlets delivering 1,150W continuous power. Included with 

Premier C19 Power Cable

$2,499

EVO3  SIGMAS 6 Outlet Power Conditioner

The EVO3 Sigmas offers 4 medium power outlets, now rated at 10A and 2 high current driven by a paired down 

version of Titan’s Direct-Coupled© conditioning network. It represents an extremely cost effective full system 

upgrade. The EVO3 Sigmas still combines the technology from the award-winning Titan and the well respected Nova 

into a single chassis product, now with a ten-fold improvement in both Common Mode and Differential Mode filtering. 

RFI reduction 75dB. Six unique conditioning stages ensure optimal isolation between each outlet, eliminating 

Differential Mode cross contamination. 108,000A of instantaneous protection. Internal wiring; solid core silver plated 

PCOCC with FEP virtually an air dielectric. Two high-current outlets incorporate part of Titan’s Direct-Coupled© 

circuit and deliver low impedance 3680W of continuous power. Four outlets, now rated at 10A feature IsoTek unique 

Adaptive Gating© circuit, which auto-senses the connected electronics and provides the optimal level of conditioning 

required at a maximum 2300W of continuous power. LED Display showing voltage and THD distortion of the mains. 

Included with Premier C19 Power Cable

$4,999

EVO3  TITAN 2 Outlet High Current Power Conditioner

The new EVO3 Titan is a progression of IsoTek’s original multi-award winning design. Whilst utilising the unique 

Direct-Coupled© technology, the circuit has been radically updated. EVO3 Titan offers the ultimate high current/ 

power conditioner in the smallest form factor. Removes both Common Mode and Differential Mode mains noise.RFI 

reduction 82dB (50 ohms standard), down to 5Hz frequency range. Unique nine-stage conditioning network in a 

series parallel configuration, that delivers extremely low-impedance and high-current power. An increase of 20% 

Differential Mode and 600% Common Mode filtering compared to the original GII Titan. 50% of the 40A Super Titan 

circuit reconfigured to 20A. Delivering 4,600W continuous power with 25,000W transient ability (supply permitting). 

112,500A of instantaneous protection, featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential protection system with earth fault 

protector.

$5,999

EVO3 TITAN MULTI-LINK 6 Outlet Expansion Board for EVO3 TITAN

Titan Multi-Link allows the expansion of the output sockets of the main Titan unit. Simply connect the Multi-Link into 

the back of the Titan via a dedicated grey locking Neutrik PowerCon port. Multi-Link is available in UK 3-pin, US 3-

pin and European Shuko. Multi-Link is an ideal solution for Titan users wishing to supply clean high current power to 

multiple high current devices more typically found in large audio visual systems.
$1,499

EVO3 MOSAIC GENESIS 5 Outlet Hybrid Power Conditioner / Regenerator

The Mosaic Genesis is a hybrid version of IsoTek’s Ultimate series. Combining the best of both worlds from the 

Super Titan and Genesis but at an exceptional price. If you want to experience what mains conditioning can do to 

your system then the Mosaic Genesis Hybrid will offer you an impressive introduction to IsoTek's abilities. Combining 

an extremely low THD sine wave generation engine from the Genesis and lighter version of Super Titan’s Direct-

Coupled© conditioning network. This offers you the perfect balance between power and performance. It can remove 

both Common Mode and Differential Mode mains noise. Medium power (three outlets) exceeds 85dB of noise 

reduction, extending to zero Hz. High current (two outlets) offers RFI reduction of 75dB (50 ohms standard). 

Independent outlets – no outlets are connected together, stopping Differential Mode mains noise cross-

contamination. 100,000A progressive protection circuit. 150W continuous, 300W peak of totally clean power for front-

end components (three outlets) combined with 4600W (230V @ 20A) for large power amplifiers and mono blocks 

(two outlets).

$10,999
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EVO3  SUPER TITAN  -  20 AMP 20 AMP Full High Current Ultimate Power Conditioner

Super Titan is the ultimate statement in high-current power conditioning technology, delivering extremely low-

impedance, high-current power conditioning for high-end power amplifiers, with a transient ability of 35,500W. Super 

Titan is the world’s most powerful audiophile mains conditioner. RFI reduction 85dB. Independent outlets – no outlets 

are connected together, stopping Differential Mode mains noise cross-contamination. Unique conditioning network 

incorporating a group of four seven-stage filters in a series parallel configuration, delivering extremely low-

impedance, high-current power. KERP© (Kirchoff’s Equal Resistance Path) ensures equal resistance and equal 

power delivery across all outlets. 135,000A of instantaneous protection, featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential 

protection system with earth fault protector. Four outlets delivering 7,360W continuous power with 35,500W transient 

ability. Unique ISIS© isolation system – totally eliminates resonance from the sub-chassis of Super Titan.

$15,999

EVO3  SUPER TITAN  -  32 AMP 32 AMP Full High Current Ultimate Power Conditioner $16,999
Same as above - 32 Amp version.

INTENSE POWER CABLE - 32 AMP 32 AMP POWER CABLE FOR 32 AMP SUPER TITAN  -  2.0 Metre $1,999

Extra Length - Priced Per Metre $399
EVO3  GENISIS Ultimate Power Regenerator

A revolutionary benchmark in clean-power technology for high-performance audio and AV systems, Genesis creates 

an entirely new, extremely low-distortion mains sine wave using multiple generators – a unique component, and 

uniquely effective. Exceeds 85dB of noise reduction, extending down to zero Hz. Stabilizes voltage to 230V +/- 1%. 

Independent outlets – no outlets are connected together, stopping Differential Mode mains noise cross-

contamination. 600W of totally clean power for front-end components. World’s first multiple mains generator. Unique 

ISIS isolation system – totally eliminates resonance from the sub-chassis of Genesis.

$24,999

ULTIMATE SET UP DISC System Set Up Disc

20 Tracks to help set-up, test and fine-tune your audio system. The CD consists of a mix of music, sounds and 

voices, incorporating 14 specific test and tune-up tracks alongside carefully selected music from the highly regarded 

Opus3 music label. Channel evaluation. Phase test. Speaker position and soundstage tests. Stereo image depth 

tests. Frequency range tests. Six music tracks from Opus3 music label to test your system after calibration.

$45

FULL SYSTEM ENHANCER DISC System Burn In and Enhancer Disc

A variety of tracks featuring specially developed algorithms, which create a unique set of signals to reduce burn-in 

time and ‘run-in’ equipment. The disc can also demagnetise audio and audio-visual components. Perfect burn-in disc 

for all new components. Full system demagnetization. Simple, cost effective solution, which is considered an 

industry standard.

$45
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